Intella Connect 1.8.3 Release Notes
Highlights





One can now export HTML emails to PDF with preservation of their layout.
Improved performance of concurrent access on the same case.
Added several admin permissions.
Added a Chat Account facet.

General






Improved performance of a shared case serving multiple, concurrently active reviewers.
The server admin can now assign admin and case management permissions to specific users.
Users can now share the ability to perform admin tasks without the need for sharing the
single admin account, improving accountability. Server management and case management
permissions can be assigned independently of each other.
Various fixes for supporting Internet Explorer 8 and certain Google Chrome versions.
Minor UI improvements.

Case Management



Changed passwords are now effective immediately; they no longer require a case restart.
Added the ability to delete a case from the cases list.

Searching











Optimized the performance of saved searches involving location and parent/child searches.
Reorganized the Type facet to better support items from cellphone reports. For example,
branches have been added for Accounts, Browser Artifacts, Databases, System files and User
Activities.
Added a Chat Account facet, containing the senders and receivers of chat messages from
instant messaging applications such as Skype, ICQ, WhatsApp, etc. Previously these were
covered by the Phone Number facet, Email Address facet or not at all. SMS and MMS
messages are covered by both the Phone Number and Chat Account facets.
Added a checkbox in the keyword search options for searching the Export ID.
Resolved an issue with the results of queries with leading wildcards not being hithighlighted.
Resolved an issue with the Searches list dropping search result sets after a page refresh.
Resolved an issue with an incomplete Location facet when Intella Connect 1.8.x was used to
share a case indexed with Intella 1.7.x.
Resolved an issue with the Language facet not making the distinction between
“unidentified” and “not applicable” items.

Previewer



The Previewer no longer reloads the entire page when moving from item to item. This
significantly reduces page load time and is easier on the eyes.
Optimized the rendering speed of very large documents.
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Improved contents and interaction of the Attachments tab.
Improved the rendering of the names of tabs with keyword search hits.
Resolved issues with the Previewer iterating over an item list when the Table or List view
from which it was launched was deduplicating its items.

Results


Resolved an issue with tagging not working in the List view when the checkbox for selecting
all items was selected.

Exporting





The HTML view of emails, shown in the Preview tab, can now be printed and exported to
PDF.
Resolved an issue with the text body of large items getting truncated during export.
Resolved an issue with the CSV export report getting the column structure mixed up after a
number of rows.
Made sure that export and load file templates are always stored using valid file names.

Upgrade Notes
Intella Connect 1.8.3 can open cases made with the Intella desktop edition, versions 1.7.x and all
previous 1.8.x versions. The rules for upgrading these cases are the same as for Intella Connect 1.8.
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